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State Bank of India (potential) Carmichael loan: Key
financing transaction parties
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Given recent controversy around the possible USD650mn loan from State Bank of India to Adani
Enterprises and the Carmichael project,1 we have reviewed stakeholders in the financing process of
SBI and other Adani Carmichael related entities.2

We do this out of concern that if SBI proceeds with the loan, it puts remaining parts of previous,
outstanding funding transactions (such as issued deals or bilateral lending) into clear risk of funding
the new coal mine. Also, we would advise that in the case the loan is executed, any future SBI bond
deals will clearly be helping towards funding situation for Carmichael. Going forward, the AFII will
provide statements in advance of SBI bond deals to make investors/syndicates aware of such
material ESG risks. We collect some information of current exposures to SBI and Adani Group
Carmichael financing transactions in Figure 1. Some conclusions:

 MUFG (Mitsubishi Financial Group) has been the most supportive banking group for various
SBI and Adani related transactions (deal flow of USD5.1bn), including the benchmark SBI
green bond. From ESG credibility perspective, this indicates that MUFG has the most
absolute exposure to SBI potentially lending massive amounts to Carmichael, and the mine
actually commencing operations.

 HSBC has been the dominant transaction provider out of the more important global
financial institutions for SBI specifically. Besides the green bond, the bank has also arranged
a EUR loan in green format. We believe HSBC’s credentials in providing green bond
transactions could be at risk if the SBI Carmichael loan goes through and thus making the
bank look like it is enabling Carmichael financing solutions.

 From the top tier banks, Barclays, JPMorgan and Citi have all been equally active in earlier
SBI bonds as well as the post-Carmichael decision Adani Group hard-currency deluge, but
neither of them in the SBI green bond specifically. We believe these institutions could (and
should) play a pro-active role in discussing the future funding situation with SBI in case of
the Carmichael loan being given. Bank of America-ML and Standard Chartered could tag on,
as good runners up in SBI+Adani league table.

1 See e.g. “Should SBI Green Bond Investors be Suspicious?”, NordSIP, 20 Nov 2020.
2 Our earlier analysis of investors in the SBI green bond and general thoughts of a potential Carmichael loan is
available in “State Bank of India + Coal Mega-Mine? Not so fast please”, 18 Nov, 2020. AFII analysis on other
Carmichael related funding in the Adani Group, as well as a general overview of the climate metrics of the
project in “Global investors and Carmichael mega-mine”,  1 Sep, 2020, and “Top coal, top ESG?”, 29 Jul 2020.

https://nordsip.com/2020/11/20/should-sbi-green-bond-investors-be-suspicious/
https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-sbi-carmichael
https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-carmichael
https://anthropocenefii.org/afii-top-coal%2C-top-esg%3F
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Historically, from a bond portfolio management perspective, we would have considered putting
banks “in the box” (ie. not allow them bond deal flow in primary market transaction) if shown to
be key transactional enablers of massive coal developments. For institutional investors, it is very
low cost to do so and the reputational leverage versus the transgression transaction providers
can be material.

Figure 1. Carmichael hard currency “league-table.” State of India and Adani Group Carmichael related subsidiaries, select
recent hard-currency funding deals. Bonds/loans in green format highlighted in green. Participants in SBI green funding
deals in boxes. Total nominal refers to SBI+ADANEM+ADSEZ. Please note that the table reflects information available to us
at the time of writing and we make no assurance that it is complete. SBICap is the investment bank arm of SBI. All amounts
in USDmn. Source: Bloomberg, AFII calculations.
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(Total)
Nominal 400 850 650 50 100 60 1000 650 750 750

MUFG 2,000      5,150 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
HSBC 1,950      1,950 1 1 1 1
SBICap 1,900      1,900 1 1 1
Barclays 1,250      4,400 1 1 1 1 1 1
Citi 1,250      4,400 1 1 1 1 1 1
JPMorgan 1,250      4,400 1 1 1 1 1 1
Standard Chartered 1,250      3,650 1 1 1 1 1
BofA-ML 1,250      3,400 1 1 1 1 1
Mizuho 1,250      3,400 1 1 1 1 1
DBS 650         3,150 1 1 1 1
First Abu Dhabi Bank 650         650 1
Credit Agricole 60 60 1
Deutsche -          2,400 1 1 1
Emirates -          1,750 1 1
Credit Suisse -          750 1
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER:

This report is for information and educational purposes only. The Anthropocene Fixed Income
Institute (‘AFII’) does not provide tax, legal, investment or accounting advice. This report is not
intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, tax, legal, investment or accounting advice.
Nothing in this report is intended as investment advice, as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy
or sell, or as a recommendation, endorsement, or sponsorship of any security, company, or fund.
AFII is not responsible for any investment decision made by you. You are responsible for your own
investment research and investment decisions. This report is not meant as a general guide to
investing, nor as a source of any specific investment recommendation. Unless attributed to others,
any opinions expressed are our current opinions only. Certain information presented may have been
provided by third parties. AFII believes that such third-party information is reliable, and has checked
public records to verify it wherever possible, but does not guarantee its accuracy, timeliness or
completeness; and it is subject to change without notice. Information attributed to others are for
informational purposes only and does not constitute endorsements.

The Anthropocene Fixed Income Institute is a non-profit organization “to monitor, advocate for and
influence the impact of the fixed income and bond markets in the age of human induced climate
change.” For more information about the Institute, please visit wwww.anthropocenefii.org or follow
us at @FixedInstitute (Twitter). Sign up to our e-mail distribution at info@anthropocenefii.org


